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THE SHINE METHOD 
FOR PERSONAL 

BRANDING

Hi, I’m Manu! I train people’s minds and give them self-

confidence.  I mean I am a Career & Life 

professional Coach. I am also a passionate 

Personal Brand strategist, with over 15 

years of expertise in the field of marketing, 

working with Big Brands – like Samsung, 

Intel, Michelin, IBM, GE, BASF, PwC –

and helping women entrepreneurs build 

their brands online & offline.

I am special in my own way, a 

marketing dork who loves people 

very much. I love to talk, write and 

read a lot. I like direct human 

interaction as much as on social 

media. 

Do you like that too? 

Congratulations, I’m so 

happy for you!

All content in this document is copyrighted to Manuela Ciugudean.
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WE ARE ALL BRANDS

Were you born sometime after 1980? 

Then you must have noticed that, compared to what our parents 
told us about the times they used to be in business, over the past 30 
years the way people are recruited for different jobs or find clients 
for their own businesses has changed SIGNIFICANTLY.

We are used to the concept of ”brand” in products and companies. 
We buy certain clothes or shoes, as it sends a particular message 
about the type of person we are. Corporate brands have dominated 
the 21st century, with names like Coca-Cola, BMW, Microsoft, 
Starbucks commanding a huge income due to the strength of their 
brand.

Before, the big stars in music or Hollywood were considered 
„brands”. 

Nowadays things have changed. Everyone is a brand, like it or not. 
Take strong personal control of yours starting NOW.  
Congratulations for being here. Let’s make your brand SHINE. 3



The SHINE METHOD is
for you if
q You want to earn more $$$ being who you are, doing what you

do and having what you have.

q You want to make your voice heard in a realistic, authentic way.

q You want to be more efficient communicating your values and
your business’s values to clients.

q You have a message for the world and you want to say it loudly.

q You’ve been through a lot, your cup is full and you want to help
people with your wisdom.

q You understand that having a Shine Brand is not relevant and
important only for your business growth. It is also deeply
insightful and transformational. 

q You just wan to have fun and do what you love!
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What is a Personal 
Brand?

It’s always easier to start by saying what it’s not. It is not a logo, a 
sign, a font or some colors. 

It is a way to consciously differentiate yourself from your peers or 
competitors, based on 4 main elements:

1. YOUR VALUES
2. YOUR HOBBIES/INTERESTS
3. YOUR EXPERTISE
4. YOUR MOTIVATION(S)

One thing I always tell my customers (‘cause we seem to forget it a 
lot) is that through our DNA, we are all born UNIQUE. And that
applies for Personal Brands. There are not 2 similar Personal 
Brands in this world. So to start with, your brand, no matter where
you are with it, is UNIQUE. 

This eBook is all about leveraging your beautiful personality into an 
outstanding, authentic, human Personal Brand that will propel you
and your career.  No matter where you work, either you are a 
woman entrepreneur or employee, the way you develop your brand 
is the same. 
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THE 
SHINE 

Method –
10 steps to 

get you from 
stuggling to 
shining fast
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let’s get to work

Fill each of the 4 spaces with at least 5 items. 
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Grab a pen

1. Choose the ones that mean most to you and your 
business/work
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2. Your expertise is the SUM of all your professional (and personal 
to be true) experiences you’ve had so far. Can you speak German? 
Note that down. Starting highschool and ending just 1 minute ago, 
put down in words all diplomas, awards, trainings, job rotations, 
certifications ans specialisations you took.

3. What do you do best? If you cannot answer yourself, go ask 10 
people you know „What do you think I am good at?” The answer 
may just be your future job....

4. We all have hobbies (or we should have). What are yours? Think 
about things that could ifferentiate you from the crowd. Do you 
collect stamps? Old postcards? Do you read a lot? Watch Netflix? 
Can you ride a horse? Do you run marathons? Do you love hiking?

5. And your motivations, or higher aspirations...What are they? 
What is that intimate desire that gets you going every day? What’s 
the bigger good you want to bring to this world? A safer place for 
children? Healthier foods? Eco or bio clothes or goods? Determine 
more people to reduce their CO2 footprint by riding bikes? Stop 
killing animals? Feed more children? Give the elderly a better life?

YOUR PERSONAL BRAND IS AT THE INTERSECTION OF THE 
4 ELEMENTS. CONGRATULATIONS FOR FINISHING THIS 
PART OF THE ASSESMENT SUCCESSFULLY!
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6. Know who your clients are and what they want

Do you know exactly who you are communicating with?

If yes, write that down. If no, we will fix it sooner than you think.

7. Establish your niche
Selling everything for everybody is not working and you know it. Sit 

down and establish your niche. For example, I am addressing only 

ACTIVE BUSINESS WOMEN, either entrepreneurs or employees. 

7. Be conscious of your competitive advantage 
Why should I work with you or buy products/services from you? 

When answering, be onest, not MODEST. This is the step where 

you take out all your weapons and use them. Your expertise is key 

here, as well as your personality.

In my case for example, my personality is my own distinctive 

competitive advantage. I am the optimistic optimist trusting myself 

and trusting the processes I go through.

8. Communicate your brand

Social Media plays an important role in the success of our 

businesses and personal brands nowadays. Which channels do you 

use and who do you target using those channels? (trying to ask you 

indirectly, „Are you using the right channel for your business?”)
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Which is the frequency of your posts? What do you say in your 
posts? When do you post? All this may seem difficult, but trust me, 
you’ll get used to it. Check out my website 
www.manuelaciugudean.ro for my free guide „What to post on 
social media during a week”. I wrote it with you on my mind.

9. Who are you offline?
We talked about social media and online presence – and the fact it 
is crucial for your Personal Brand development. But life happens in 
direct interactions and an effective Personal Brand knows that 
balancing offline & online is key.
How do you dress? How’s your hair? Do you wear high heels? Does 
your wardrobe reflect your personality?
How do you walk? And pronnounce words?
Which perfume do you use?
Assess ALL these. They matter a lot. Remember that we have 3 
SECONDS to make a first GOOD impression. 

10. Have faith in yourself 
It’s the last question of the assignment, but most likely it is the most 
important: Do you trust yourself? Here’s why.
PERSONAL BRAND is rooted in self-love. I cannot think of a single 
effective, successful Personal Brand who dislikes herself. Let’s think 
about Oprah, Michelle Obama, Beyonce...Andreea Esca. They love 
themselves. They learned their lessons and got to the point
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where they can share their journey to the world, with ups and 
downs, and keep their crowns above their heads.

Each of these women had something to say. A big dream for the 
world. They are vulnerable and authentic, however so strong. They 
are weird, special, crazy...call them what you like.

WHAT’S YOUR 
CRAZINESS?

I ask this question because if you grew up after 1980, chances you’ve 
been told to „act normal”, „stay put”, „do this, do that”, „keep quiet” 
are HIGH my #shiner friend.

However women who stay neutral, who just „fit in” barely become a 
Personal Brand. Remember you are ALWAYS UNIQUE. ALWAYS. 
You were gifted with feminity and the gut feeling, a competitive 
advantage no man has. INTUITION is our secret weapon. Are you 
using it in your business?
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Your 5 step Checklist
1. HOW DO YOU COMMUNICATE YOUR UNIQUENESS?
For example, I always say „I’m a brain trainer and I sell what
nobody else sells.  I help people have a SHINE BRAND, by giving
them confidence”.

Give yourself a title and name that nobody will forget. 

2. DO YOU KNOW WHY PEOPLE FOLLOW YOU?
In other words, are you aware of the effect you have on people? The 
answer is the compliment you receive most often. „You are so
funny”, „You are so bold”, „You dress so nicely”. 

3. IS YOUR „WHY” REAL?
Are you aligned to your why?
Understanding the reason behind your WHY is very important. It 
will keep you focused during the harsh times. It will be your
guiding light during storms.

4. DO YOU KNOW EXACTLY WHO YOUR CLIENTS ARE?
Working for everyone is not possible. You need to understand what
your clients want and talk to them in the language they understand. 
Your products and services/programs need to fulfill their needs. 

5. CAN YOU ACCEPT YOUR OWN CRAZINESS?
Normality is good, it is safe, but it doesn’t really sell.
Besisdes we already established that through our DNA, we are all
born „special” than the rest.
Are you ready to embrace the fact you are extraordinary and let the
prople see you?
Do you agree that you have something the others don’t, and are you
willing to turn it into a selling preposition for your business?
Are you ready to get exposed?
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results
ü If you’ve got satisfactory answers to all the questions in this

eBook so far, good for you. KEEP UP SHINING!

ü If you’re halfway there, I can help you reach your full potential

and SHINE bright sooner than you’d think.

ü If you haven’t started yet, let’s talk. You are off to a wonderful

adventure, my #shiner friend!
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THE 
SHINE 

MANIFESTO
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SMARTA Shine Brand is brilliantly intelligent.

HONEST A Shine brand is equally human, 

unapologetic, significant, big and true to herself and her audience.

INTUITIVE A Shine brand trusts her Divine Gifts, 

takes advantage of her feminity, is rooted in self-love and gives 
credit to her gut-feelings.

NATURAL A Shine brand is authentic and 

vulnerable. Admits mistakes are lessons to be learnt.

eFFECTIVE A Shine brand is willing to work 

hard for her dreams. She understands that money and success 
come to those who  just do the job. 

For the SHINE METHOD to work, the key thing you need to do is 
BE CONSISTENT. Just be consistent, show up and persevere. In no 
time you will become a SHINE BRAND.

Yes, it’s that simple!
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@manuelaciugudean

OH WAIT...I HAVE A GIFT FOR YOU

If you’ve made it to the end of this eBook, it means you really are  
determined to SHINE. Congratulations and Thank You! 

I want to REWARD you by inviting you for a free 2-hour private 
session about your Personal  Brand or any topic regarding your
Life and Career. I work face to face in Bucharest, via Skype or 
telephone. I am just a ring away at +4 0720 06 08 55.

Also, have you seen the FREE, READY TO DOWNLOAD GUIDE” 
WHAT TO POST ON SOCIAL MEDIA DURING A WEEK” I 
designed for you? Check out www.manuelaciugudean.ro and
download it now.

For a greater experience like the awesome opportunity for you to
access the 30 DAYS OF SOCIAL MEDIA POSTS CALENDAR, let’s
connect on Instagram and Facebook. Or simply drop me an email at 
hello@manuelaciugudean.ro.

If you’re looking for inspiration and creativity, head to the
community-led Facebook group I created.

Always here for you, my #shiner hustler!

Shine On,
Manu 
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